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- Demand
- Revenue
Utah Citizens per State of Utah Full-Time Equivalent Employee (FTE)

In FY 2018, there were 10 MORE Utahns per state FTE than the FY 2009 trend extrapolation.
Tax Modernization

Why reform the sales tax?
1. Shrinking Base
2. Regressive
3. Fiscal Cliff
Utah’s Narrowing Tax Base
Tax Vicious Cycle

- Tax Base Gets Narrower & Narrower
- Insufficient Tax Revenue
- Pressure to Increase Taxes
- Increased Pressure for Exemptions & Deductions
Solution

- Broaden the base
- Lower the rate
- Tax cut

ESTIMATED INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX AND SALES TAX AS A PERCENT OF INCOME, BY INCOME

Each quintile represents about 200,000 households.